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Abstract
Logic programming with negation offers a compelling ap-
proach to abductive reasoning. This paper shows a simple
view of abduction in this context for the completion seman-
tics, under which the problem of abduction becomes one of
solving quantiﬁed equations and disequations. By this way
of treating abduction, the problems with nonground negative
queries in the previous approaches no longer exist. We show
the soundness and completeness results for our approach.
Introduction
Logic programming with negation has been considered an
attractive approach to abduction (Kakas, Kowalski, & Toni
1995). The goal is to show that an observation, in terms of
a query, can be explained by a reasoning process supported
with hypotheses, called abducibles, while satisfying posted
constraints.
A number of approaches to abductive logic programming
have been proposed. One approach is based on the (par-
tial)stablemodelsemantics(e.g., (Eshghi&Kowalski1989;
Kakas, Michael, & Mourlas 2000; Lin & You 2002)). These
proof procedures are designed essentially for ground pro-
grams. Another family of procedures are proposed for
nonground programs under the completion semantics (Con-
sole, Theseider, & Porasso 1991; Fung & Kowalski 1997;
Endriss et al. 2004), where the use of the IFF deﬁnitions as
rewrite rules has considerably simpliﬁed the proof process,
and made abductive reasoning more intuitive and transpar-
ent. This is in contrast with the approach based on nested
proof trees called the SLDNFA procedure (Denecker & De
Schreye 1998).
Iff deﬁnitions may contain existential variables. When
negated, they become universally quantiﬁed. Since logic
programming traditionally can only process queries with ex-
istential variables, processing queries with universal vari-
ables has been said to be unsafe. In the past, all proof pro-
cedures are designed to satisfy some safety conditions.
A goal is said to ﬂounder if all of its subgoals are non-
ground negative literals. To prevent a goal from ﬂounder-
ing, the best-known syntactic condition is the so-called al-
lowednesscondition. Aniffdeﬁnitionp(X) $ D1_:::_Dm
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is allowed if every variable other than X occurring in a Di
occurs in a positive nonequality atom in the same Di; simi-
larly for queries, constraints, and sets of iff deﬁnitions.
Allowedness reinforces a programming style in which ev-
ery variable that may potentially become universally quan-
tiﬁed must be “grounded” by a domain deﬁnition, so that
ﬂoundering can be avoided by instantiating the variables in
a negative subgoal before its proof is attempted. For small
domains, such an approach is ﬁne. But for large or inﬁ-
nite domains, it makes programming tedious and reasoning
inefﬁcient, as in such a procedure a mechanism of enumer-
ating domain elements is tightly coupled with the process of
proving negative subgoals. For example, if we have a fact
member(X;[XjR]) in our program, the completed deﬁni-
tion of member is not allowed:
member(X;Y ) $ Y = [XjR] _ :::
since variable R doesn’t appear in a positive nonequality
atom. One can make the deﬁnition allowed by a recursive
deﬁnition of list and restricting R to that domain.
One would expect that, designed speciﬁcally for a class of
well-behaved programs, namely allowed programs, a proof
procedure would be simpler. It turns out all of the previous
proof procedures are formulated in some complex ways.
This paper shows that a much simpler view of abduction
is possible, even for the class of all programs and goals. We
show that the problem of abduction can be partitioned into
two subproblems, the ﬁrst of which is to transform a goal to
a formula containing quantiﬁed equalities and disequalities,
which can then be solved separately. Since variable quantiﬁ-
cation is represented explicitly according to the semantics,
the problem in the past with nonground queries simply be-
comes a non-issue in our approach. This approach is sound
where j= is interpreted in 2-valued logic. For completeness,
j= has to be weakened to 3-valued logic.
Deﬁnitions
We consider a ﬁrst-order language L. Variables begin with a
capital letter, and predicate/function/constant symbols begin
with a lower case letter.
For any syntactic entity , V () denotes the set of the
variables appearing free in . A conjunction A1 ^ ::: ^ Ak
may be written as [A1;:::;Ak]. We write 8 to mean that
all the variables appearing free in formula  are universallyquantiﬁed, similarly for 9. We use the notation  to de-
note a vector of variable quantiﬁcation, such as 9X8Y for
instance.
We assume the Clark’s equality theory (Clark 1978), writ-
ten CET below, which essentially says that all syntacti-
cally distinct ground terms are not equal, and that func-
tions are one-to-one: 8X;Y f(X) 6= g(Y ) for any two dis-
tinct function symbols (including constants) f and g, and
8X;Y f(X) = f(Y ) ! X = Y . We also assume that the
language includes all symbols in the given program. Thus if
a and b occur in the program as two constants, then CET
will include the axiom a 6= b.
An abductive program is a triple hT;IC;Abi, where
1. T is a ﬁnite set of iff deﬁnitions of the form
p(X1;:::;Xn) $ D1 _ ::: _ Dm (1)
where p is an n-ary deﬁned predicate symbol (denoted p=n),
X1;:::;Xn are distinct variables, and Di a conjunction of
literals. The variables X1;:::;Xn are implicitly universally
quantiﬁed with the scope being the entire deﬁnition, and any
other variable occurring in any Di is existentially quantiﬁed
with the scope being Di. When m=0, the right hand side
of (1) is false.
Iff deﬁnitions are the completed deﬁnitions of the predi-
cates in a normal program P, denoted comp(P), according
to (Clark 1978). For convenience, and also for intuition, in
exposition we may just give a normal program instead of
its completion. A normal program is a ﬁnite set of normal
rulesoftheformA   B1;:::;Bj;notC1;:::;notCk:, where
j;k  0, A, Bi and Ci are (nonequality) atoms.
The logical formula for the completion of p=n is
8X p(X) $
m _
i=1
9Yi[(X =si) ^ i)] (2)
where X is an abbreviation of X1;:::;Xn, and each dis-
junct corresponds to a Di in the form (1), where, for the
corresponding normal rule with p=n in the head, X =si is
the conjunction of equations representing uniﬁability, Yi de-
notes the variables other than X that appear in the disjunct,
and i is the rule body with not replaced by :.
The negation of an equation, :(s=t), is called a dise-
quation and will be written as s6=t. We use equation and
equality interchangeably. We write :(t=s) by t6=s.
2. IC is a consistent ﬁnite set of constraints of the form
?   A1;:::;Ak;:B1;:::;:Bm where Ai and Bi are atoms.
All variables in a constraint are universally quantiﬁed.
3. Ab is a ﬁnite set of predicate symbols, called abducibles,
which are different from = and any deﬁned predicate sym-
bol.
A query, also called a goal, is a conjunction of literals.
All variables appearing in a goal are free. During deriva-
tion, a derived goal may be a complex formula involving
^, _ and :, and some variables may become universally
quantiﬁed. Thus, a goal is generally called a goal formula,
which formally is a formula of the form , where  is a
quantiﬁer-free formula with negation appearing only in front
of an atom.
Given an abducible program hT;IC;Abi and a query G,
the initial query is the goal formula 8X:G ^ IC, where
 IC is the conjunction of the constraints in IC
by converting a constraint of the form ?  
A1;:::;Ak;:B1;:::;:Bm into the disjunction [:A1_:::_
:Ak _ B1 _ ::: _ Bm].
 X is the tuple of variables in IC. We assume here that
G and IC do not have common variables - this can be
achieved by variable renaming if necessary. Thus the ini-
tial query is logically equivalent to G^8XIC. We move
all quantiﬁers to the outside during rewriting.
In the following, we shall abuse the language and use IC to
stand for its corresponding formula IC as well. Thus we’ll
write the initial query as 8X:G ^ IC.
An answer to a query G is a pair (;), where  is a
ﬁnite set of ground abducible atoms, and  is a substitution
of ground terms for variables in V (G), such that
T [ comp() [ CET j= G ^ 8XIC: (3)
We may simply call  an answer when there are no ab-
ducibles involved. The symbol j= refers to the 2-valued en-
tailment relation if not said otherwise.
Our objective in this paper is to propose a set of rules to
rewrite an initial query into a formula of the form (E_),
and then extract answers from E when E contains only =
and abducibles.
Goal Rewriting under Completion Semantics
A goal rewrite system is a transformation system that con-
sists of iff deﬁnitions for unfolding, augmented by some
simple rules for equivalence-preserving transformations.
Simpliﬁcation rules
We use symbols T and F for boolean constants true and
false, respectively. Let  be a goal formula.  can be
rewritten according to the following rules (and their sym-
metric cases).
SR1. F _  !  SR2. F ^  ! F
SR3. T ^  !  SR4. T _  ! T
SR5. (1 _ 2) ^ 3 ! (1 ^ 3) _ (2 ^ 3)
We assume that :T will be rewritten to F and :F to T,
automatically.
Rewrite rules for uniﬁcation
Let E be a conjunction of equalities. Let  be the mgu of E
when E is uniﬁable. We will write  as a set of equations.
We deﬁne E = T if  = ;, and E =  otherwise.
Uniﬁcation rules:
(1) E ! F if E is not uniﬁable
(2) E ! E if E is uniﬁable
(3) X=t^ ! X=t^fX=tg, where X does not occur
in t and fX=tg is the result of replacing X in  by t.
(4) X 6= t _  ! X 6= t _ fX=tg
The uniﬁcation rules should be applied whenever possible
to propagate the uniﬁer and to prevent non-uniﬁable patterns
from being pursued.Unfolding
Unfolding a positive literal is clear. Unfolding a negative
literal raises the question of quantiﬁcation for variables in
Di’s other than X1;:::;Xn.
Given a completed deﬁnition in the form (2), a negative
literal :p(t) will be unfolded according to the following
equivalences.
:p(t) $
Vm
i=1 8Yi[t6=si _ :i] (i)
$
Vm
i=1 8Yi[t6=si _ [t=si ^ :i]] (ii)
$
Vm
i=1 8Y 0
i [t6=si] _ 9Zi 8Ri [(t=si^:i)fY 0
i =Zig] (iii)
where Y 0
i = V (si), which are renamed to Zi in the second
disjunct (by substitution fY 0
i =Zig) and become existentially
quantiﬁed, and Ri = Yi n Y 0
i are the remaining variables.
Here we have assumed that V (t) \ Yi = ; for each i. This
can always be achieved by renaming variables in Yi when
necessary.
For instance, given
p(V ) $ 9X;Y;Z(V = s(X;Y ) ^ :q(Y;f(Z)));
for :p(f(X)), the formula (i) above is
8X1;X2;X3(f(X) 6= s(X1;X2) _ q(X2;f(X3)));
and the formula (iii) is
8X1;X2(f(X) 6= s(X1;X2)) _
9Y1;Y28X3(f(X) = s(Y1;Y2) ^ q(Y2;f(X3))):
The signiﬁcance of the formula (iii) is the following. As
mentioned earlier, the purpose of rewriting is to generate a
goal formula of the form (E _ ) such that E mentions
only = and abducibles and then to extract answers from E.
In general, (E _ ) 6 E _ . However, in some situ-
ations, e.g., when E and  do not share universal variables,
the two are logically equivalent. In this case, E can be
evaluated independently, so is . The formula (iii) says
some universal variables resulted from an iff deﬁnition can
be converted to existential ones, thus reducing the chances
of shared universal variables. This will simplify the process
of answer extraction (cf. the next section).
We now prove that the equivalence (iii) indeed holds un-
der the completion semantics.
Lemma 1 (Correctness of unfolding)
Given a program P, a predicate p, and a completed deﬁni-
tion in the form (2), let p(t) be an atom such that V (t)\Yi =
; for each i. Then, comp(P) [ CET entails
(a) 8 p(t) $
Wm
i=1 9Yi[(t=si) ^ i]
(b) 8 :p(t) $ the formula in (iii) above.
Proof. The correctness of part (a) is clear. Let’s prove part
(b). It is clear that under comp(P), :p(t) is equivalent to
the formula (ii) above, which is equivalent to
Vm
i=1 8Y 0
i 8Ri[t6=si _ [t=si ^ :i]];
thus equivalent to
Vm
i=1 8Y 0
i [t6=si _ 8Ri[t=si ^ :i]]
as the variables in Ri do not occur in t and si. It is easy to
see that this formula entails the formula in (iii) above. We
show that the other way around is also true under CET. To
show this, we prove that under CET, for each i,
9Zi 8Ri [(t=si ^ :i)fY 0
i =Zig] (4)
entails
8Y 0
i [t6=si _ 8Ri[t=si ^ :i]]: (5)
To show this, suppose
8Ri [(t=si ^ :i)fY 0
i =Zig]; (6)
t=si: (7)
From (6), we get (t=si)fY 0
i =Zig, thus t=(sifY 0
i =Zig)
since Y 0
i does not occur in t. So by (7) we have
si =(sifY 0
i =Zig), thus Zi = Y 0
i by CET. From this and
(6), we get 8Ri [(t=si ^ :i)]. Thus we have shown that
CET j= (6) ! [t6=si _ 8Ri[t=si ^ :i]]:
So by 8-introduction, we have CET j= (6) ! (5), and by
9-introduction, we have CET j= (4) ! (5). 2
With this lemma, we can now deﬁne unfolding rules.
Unfolding Let  =  be a goal formula.
1. If p(t) occurs in  positively (i.e. not under : operator),
then rewrite  into the following goal formula
9Y1 Ym0;
where 0 is the result of replacing this occurrence of p(t)
by
m _
i=1
(t=si) ^ i:
Here we assume that the following sets of variables
V ();Y1; ;Ym
are pair-wise disjoint. This can be achieved by renaming
variables in Yi if necessary.
2. If :p(t) occurs in , then rewrite  into the following
goal formula
8Y 0
19Z18R1 8Y 0
m9Zm8Rm0;
where 0 is the result of replacing this occurrence of
:p(t) by
m ^
i=1
t6=si _ (t=si ^ i)fY 0
i =Zig;
where i, the complement of i, is
:A1 _  _ :Ak _ B1 _  _ Bn
when i is
A1 ^  ^ Ak ^ :B1 ^  ^ :Bn:
Again we assume that the following sets of variables
V ();Y 0
1;Z1;R1; ;Y 0
m;Zm;Rm
are pair-wise disjoint. Again this can be achieved by vari-
able renaming if necessary.As an example, suppose we have
p(V ) $ V =s(X;Y ) ^ :q(Y;f(Z))
q(Y;Z) $ Y =L ^ Z =L ^ r(L;K):
For the goal 9X(p(X) ^ :q(X;Y )),
 If we unfold p(X) in it, we get
9X;X1;X2;X3[X = s(X1;X2) ^ :q(X2;f(X3))
^:q(X;Y )]:
 If we unfold :q(X;Y ) in it, we get
9X8X19X28X3[p(X) ^ ((X 6= X1 _ Y 6= X1) _
(X = X2 ^ Y = X2 ^ :r(X2;X3)))]:
Rewrite System and Answer Extraction
In the following, given a goal formula , we write  ) 0
if  can be written into 0 by one application of the rules
introduced so far, and denote by ) the transitive closure of
).
Proposition 1 If  ) 0, then
comp(P) [ CET j= 8X( $ 0)
where X is the tuple of free variables in .
Proof. We only need to prove this for the single step case.
The cases for simpliﬁcation and uniﬁcation rules are obvi-
ous. For the unfolding rules, they follow from Lemma 1 by
noting that in ﬁrst-order logic, if X and Y are different vari-
ables, X does not occur in ', and Y does not occur in ,
then
(Q1X'  Q2Y ) $ Q1XQ2Y ('  );
where Qi is either 8 or 9, and  is either ^ or _. 2
This shows that our rewrite system is sound under the
completion semantics and Clark’s equality theory. As we
mentioned, given an initial query 8X:G^IC, our objective
is to rewrite it into a formula of the form (E_) such that
E mentions only = and abducibles, and then extract answers
from E. We now make this process precise.
In the following, given (E _ ), we call E a pre-
answer formula if E is quantiﬁer-free and mentions only
= and abducibles. In addition, if E does not mention ab-
ducibles, then we call E an answer formula. Note that an
abducible in E may appear positively or negatively, and E
may contain universal or existential variables. Given E,
and a ﬁnite set D of ground atoms about abducible predi-
cates in E, we abduce the pre-answer formula E to the
answer formula ED by the following transformation: for
every abducible ab that appears in E and the subset of D
about ab deﬁned as Dab = fab(si) 2 Dg, any occurrence of
ab(t) in E is replaced by
W
i t=si, and :ab(t) by
V
i t6=si.
The intuition here is that if D deﬁnes abducibles in E, then
E and ED are equivalent. In other words, E and ED
are equivalent under comp(D).
Answer Extraction Let hT;IC;Abi be an abductive pro-
gram and G a goal. Assume that the initial query 8X:G^IC
has been rewritten to (E _ ), where E is a pre-answer
formula. Let  be a ﬁnite set of ground abducible atoms,
and  = fX=t j X 2 V (G)g a substitution for variables
in V (G). We say that (;) is extracted as an answer to G,
based on E, if CET j= E.
If a goal formula E itself is also a pre-answer formula
and no answer can be extracted from it, then the proof of the
initial goal failed. It is convenient to make this explicit.
Rule of answer extraction failure: Let E be a goal for-
mula rewritten from some initial query such that E is also
a pre-answer formula.
E ! F if no answer can be extracted from E
We note that Proposition 1 can be extended with the addi-
tion of this new rule.
We shall show that our rewrite system with answers ex-
tracted this way is sound and complete. Before we do this,
we show some examples.
Examples
Example 1 Let hT;;;;i be an abductive program, where T
is fp(X)$:r(X;Y ); r(X;Y )$X=a^Y =bg. Clearly,
T [ CET j= p(t), for any t in the language, which as we
said in Section 2, includes at least a and b. We can show this
using our rewrite system as follows:
p(V ) ) 9Y :r(V;Y ) ) 9Y (V 6=a _ Y 6=b)
We get three pre-answer formulas from this: 9Y (V 6=a),
9Y (Y 6=b), and 9Y (V 6=a _ Y 6=b). From the second one,
we extract the answer (;;fV=tg) for any t.
On the other hand, we expect :p(V ) to be proved false.
:p(V ) ) 8Y r(V;Y ) ) 8Y (V =a ^ Y =b) ) F
This is because CET j= :8Y (Y =b) as our language con-
tains both a and b. This shows there is no t such that :p(t)
follows from T [ CET. 2
This is a simple program. For more involved ones, there
would be many variables and quantiﬁers, and it may become
difﬁcult to track whether they are universal ones or existen-
tial ones, and their nested order. To alleviate this, we pro-
pose an explicit representation of quantiﬁcation for goal for-
mulas using an annotated notation. Let  = Q11:::Qkk 
be a goal, where  is a formula with k variables 1;:::;k,
and each Qi is either 8 or 9. In the construction of a proof
by rewriting, we will write  as 0, where 0 is obtained
from  by replacing each variable i by XQi. For example,
8X9Y [f(X;X) = f(a;Y ) ^ p(Y )] can be represented by
f(X81;X81) = f(a;X92) ^ p(X92). In the following, we
shall use these two notations, regular goal formulas and their
annotated versions, interchangeably.
In our deﬁnition of unfolding, we push all variables to
the outside, and to do this, we have to rename variables to
avoid name conﬂicts. We now use an example to show that
this is necessary. Otherwise, one would have to design more
involved distribution rules.
Example 2 Consider the following program
p(X)   r(X);q(Y ): q(X)   q(X): q(X)   s(X;Y ):
r(a): s(a;b):and its completion
p(X) $ r(X) ^ 9Y q(Y ); q(X) $ q(X) _ 9Y s(X;Y );
r(X) $ X = a; s(X;Y ) $ X = a ^ Y = b:
It is easy to see that
p(a) )a=a ^ q(X91) _ (a=a ^ X91 = a^X92 =b)
Since CET entails the answer formula 9X1;X2(a = a ^
X1 = a ^ X2 = b), the query is answered positively. How-
ever, if we do not move the quantiﬁers to the outside, we
would get:
p(a) $r(a)^9Y q(Y ) $ a=a ^ 9Y (q(Y )_9Zs(Y;Z))
$ a = a ^ 9Y (q(Y ) _ 9Z(Y = a ^ Z = b)):
To extract answers from the above, we would need to have
rules that can distribute quantiﬁcations to get, for example,
the answer formula a = a ^ 9Y;Z(Y = a ^ Z = b). 2
We mentioned earlier that for negative literals, the use of
the formula in (iii), instead of the formula in (i) or (ii), can
simplify the process of answer extraction. We now illustrate
this by the following example.
Example 3 Consider T that consists of
even(V ) $ [V =0] _ [V =s(s(Y ));even(Y )]
We expect query :even(X) to be proved with X bound to
s(0), s3(0), and so on.
:even(X)
)X6=0^[X6=s(s(Y81))_(X=s(s(Y92)) ^:even(Y92))]
)[X6=0;X6=s(s(Y81))]_[X6=0;X=s(s(Y92));:even(Y92)]
)[X 6=0;X 6=s(s(Y81))]_
[X 6=0;X =s(s(Y92));Y92 6=0;Y92 6=s(s(Z83))]_
[X6=0;X=s(s(Y92));Y926=0;Y92=s(s(Z93));:even(Z93)]
In the last goal formula, an answer X = s(0) is extracted
from the ﬁrst disjunct. By deﬁnition, this can be expressed
formally as
CET j= 8Y [X 6=0;X 6=s(s(Y ))]fX=s(0)g
Similarly, X = s(s(s(0))) is extracted from the second dis-
junct above.
We mentioned that the language can have symbols not in
the original program. Suppose now there is one more con-
stant a in the language. Then we can extract additional an-
swers, X = a and X = s(a), from the ﬁrst disjunct above,
and X = s(s(a)) and X = s(s(s(a))) from the second.
Indeed, it is easy to see that T [ CET j= :even(t), for
t = a;s(a);s(s(a)), etc. Thus the function “s” (successor)
does not have its intended meaning when applied to terms
formed by the new constant a. This can be ﬁxed by adding
even(a) (or even(s(a)) if one wants a to represent an odd
number) to the program.
Now suppose we use the formula in (i) to rewrite a nega-
tive literal in the goal formula, we will get
:even(X)
$ 8Y [X 6=0;X 6=s(s(Y ))] _ [X 6=0;:even(Y )]
$ 8Y 9Z[X6=0;X6=s(s(Y))]_[X6=0;Y6=0;Y 6=s(s(Z))]
_ [X 6=0;Y 6=0;:even(Z)]
For example, the answer X = s(s(s(0))) cannot be ex-
tracted from the second disjunct alone, as the answer for-
mula 8Y 9Z[s(s(s(0)6=0;Y 6=0;Y 6=s(s(Z))] is not en-
tailed by CET. But this answer can be extracted from the
ﬁrst two disjuncts together, namely,
CET j= 8Y 9Z[s(s(s(0)))6=0;s(s(s(0)))6=s(s(Y ))]
_ [s(s(s(0)))6=0;Y 6=0;Y 6=s(s(Z))]
In this example, in order not to miss any answer, all an-
swer formulas together must participate in answer extrac-
tion. Clearly, this is a much harder job than extracting an-
swers from each disjunct independently. 2
We now show some examples that have abducibles.
Example 4 Consider an abductive program and a goal.
T =fq(X) $ ab(X); p(X;Y ) $ X =f(V ) ^ Y =Wg
IC =f[:ab(X) _ p(X;Y )]g, Ab=fabg, and the goal is
q(I).
[q(I);[:ab(X81) _ p(X81;X82)]
) [ab(I);[:ab(X81) _ p(X81;X82)]
) [ab(I);[:ab(X81) _ [X81 =f(X93);X82 =X94]]]
This is a pre-answer formula. Since the conjunct X82 =X94
is entailed by CET independently, it can be dropped. De-
note the resulting formula by E. Let  = fab(f(a))g.
Then,
E = [I =f(a);[X81 6=f(a) _ X81 =f(X93)]]
Clearly, (;fI=f(a)g) is an answer to the goal. But
(fab(a)g;fI=ag) is not, since IC is not satisﬁed. 2
Example 5 Consider the faulty-lamp example of (Fung &
Kowalski1997). Forsimplicity, letusconsideronlyoneway
for the lamp to be faulty. Suppose the abductive program is
hT;;;fpower failure;emptygi, where T is
faulty lamp $ power failure(X) ^ :backup(X)
backup(X) $ battery(X;Y ) ^ :empty(Y )
battery(X;Y ) $ X =b ^ Y =c
The abbreviations used below should be clear.
fl ) [pf(X91);:backup(X91)]
) [pf(X91);[:batt(X91;X82) _ emp(X82)]]
) [pf(X91);[X91 6=b _ X82 6=c _ emp(X82)]]
) [pf(X91);X916=b]_[pf(X91);[X826=c_emp(X82)]]
The ﬁrst disjunct gives answer (fpf(t)g;;), for any t6=b;
for the second, we have  = fpf(t);emp(c)g, for any t in
our language. 2
Soundness and Completeness
Theorem 1 (Soundness)
Let hT;IC;Abi be an abductive program and G a goal.
(1) Suppose rewriting from 8X:G^IC generates (E_)
such that (;) is extracted as an answer to G, based on
E. Then,
T [ comp() [ CET j= G ^ 8XIC:
(2) If rewriting from 8X:G ^ IC generates F, then T [
CET [ 8XIC j= :9G.Proof. (1) From Proposition 1, our assumption that X \
V (G) = ;, and that comp() j= E $ E, we have T [
comp() [ CET j= G ^ 8XIC $ (E _ ). Since
CET j= E, and j= E ! (E _ ), we have
T [ comp() [ CET j= G ^ 8XIC.
(2) From comp(P) [ CET j= 8X(G ^ IC) $ F, we get
comp(P) [ CET [ 8XIC j= :G by our assumption that
X \ V (G) = ;. 8-introduction then leads to comp(P) [
CET [ IC j= 8:G. 2
Theorem 2 (Completeness) Let hT;IC;Abi be an abduc-
tive program and G a goal. Suppose (;) is an answer
to G under 3-valued logic: T [ comp() [ CET j=3
G^8XIC. Then, there is a derivation from 8X:G^IC to
a goal formula (E _ ), where E is not further reducible
by any deﬁned predicates, such that an answer (0;0) can
be extracted, based on E, where 0 is a subset of  and 0
is more general than .
We can prove the theorem under a fair selection rule, us-
ing the well-known result of (Kunen 1987). The difﬁculty
for the 2-valued completion semantics is known to be caused
by loops, e.g., with T = fp $ :pg, any goal would fol-
low in 2-valued logic. But in 3-valued logic, T has a model
where p is undeﬁned, hence nontermination of repeated un-
folding would not result in loss of completeness.
Related Work and Discussion
Our approach can be viewed as a generalization of the iff
procedure of (Fung & Kowalski 1997), which comes with
a variety of additional inference rules that can be used to
make answer extraction more constructive for the class of
allowed programs and goals. An interesting fact is that our
rewrite system without these extra rules does not lose the
completeness even for arbitrary programs and goals.
One can solve the ﬂoundering query problem by construc-
tive negation (CN) (see, e.g., (Chan 1988; Drabent 1993;
Stuckey 1995)). All of these approaches are based on the
completion semantics, and have similar soundness and com-
pleteness results. Brieﬂy, our approach is considerably sim-
pler, as it builds reasoning directly on completed deﬁnitions
on a ﬂat structure, without relying on nested ﬁnite failure
trees as needed in CN.
In relating to the SLDNFA abductive procedure (De-
necker & De Schreye 1998), we note that the completeness
of their procedure depends on the condition that derivations
terminate (due to ﬁnite failure), while ours does not, simply
because there is no notion of ﬁnite failure in our approach.
One advantage of the completion semantics is that iff def-
initions are ﬁrst order formulas where theoremhood is semi-
decidable so that a complete procedure is possible. It is also
known that if a program has no loops, the completion se-
mantics coincides with the answer set semantics (Gelfond
& Lifschitz 1988). All of the example nonground programs
in this paper have no loops, so our rewrite system proves
goals also for the answer set semantics. E.g., the theory T in
Example 1 corresponds to the following program P:
p(X)   notr(X;Y ): r(a;b):
P has a unique answer set that contains both p(a) and p(b),
and in fact p(t), for any t in the language. As shown in
Example1, thesearepreciselywhatareprovedfromthegoal
p(V ) by our rewrite system. Note that Prolog would fail the
goal p(V ), due to its naive implementation of ﬁnite failure.
Further work is needed to address three issues arising
fromthiswork. Theﬁrstconcernsthepossibilityofreducing
dependencies of disjuncts in a goal formula (E _ ), so
that E and  may be processed independently. We have
shown that in unfolding negative literals, certain universal
variables can indeed be converted to existential ones, thus
reducing the chances of shared universal variables. The sec-
ond issue is related to the computational properties of solv-
ing quantiﬁed equations and disequations and the design of
an efﬁcient reasoner for it. Finally, rewrite strategies will be
an important issue to be addressed in future work.
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